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1 INTRODUCTION
The open nature of Wikipedia invites people with diverse demographics to contribute [18, 37]. Generally, diversity of any form has been considered to improve collaborative outcomes and produce content of better quality [6, 19, 23, 25, 31] as it brings in different perspectives and diverse behaviors [7, 8, 10]. A variety of perspectives further instigate more collective outcome as a result of the contributors’ interaction [9]. However, diverse perspectives also lead to differences in opinions and a lack of consensus among the contributors [20, 21, 24]. In Wikipedia articles, many a time, contributors bring in contradicting content, which leads to conflicts among them over what should stay in the articles [4]. As the conflicts and disagreements among the participants escalate, complex power plays also happen, further impeding collective resolutions [22]. The sequences of back and forth undoing of each others’ contributions during the edits are termed as Edit Wars in which contributors try to effectuate their preferred versions of a part of the article. The edit wars reflect the amount of conflict prevalent amongst the participating users and their inability to come out of what is called their ego chambers [33]. In most cases, they also defy one of the important policies of Wikipedia requiring contributors to maintain a Neutral Point of View (NPOV). These edit wars hinder the overall performance of the system [2] and result in the collaboration being counter-productive [16].

Handling conflicts arising out of differences in perspectives is a persistent concern for collaborative systems [22]. In Wikipedia articles, they have been observed to result in huge coordination costs as they consume considerable amounts of editorial resources [32, 38]. An increase in the number of administrative pages as compared to the article pages further suggests the growing demand for coordination [36]. Additionally, it has been observed by past work that around 40% of all edits in Wikipedia articles involve activities such as policy-building, coordination, consensus-forming etc., which is a substantial amount of indirect work [21]. Due to this, the growth of ‘actual knowledge’ in the articles is reducing and the amount of time spent in coordination and conflict resolution has been rising. Studies on Wikipedia report that other than diverse perspectives, vandalism is the other main cause of such conflicts, which involves deliberate removal of content or the insertion of false or irrelevant information [35]. The conflicts arising out of vandalism may have far-reaching consequences for the editors as well as the readers as the article stays in an unstable state during these conflicts. The effect is even worse in the case of biographical articles [26]. It takes time and effort to handle edit wars in Wikipedia. In many cases, as we will see, each of these back and forth fights span hundreds of revisions, wasting the time of the administrators who are forced to intervene and handle them. While much work has focused on identifying and visualizing edit wars in Wikipedia [4, 11, 14, 30, 34, 38] there is little prior work on examining such conflicts at a fine-grained level. Alternatively, the existing work is mostly performed at the article-level, while lacking an analysis of individual conflicts. An investigation of the temporal sequences constituting the edit wars may provide actionable insights into devising automatic means to handle such conflicts. The objective of this study, therefore, is to examine the characteristics of the edit war sequences and investigating how they fare with time based on these characteristics.
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It takes time and effort to handle edit wars in Wikipedia. In many cases, as we will see, each of these back and forth fights span hundreds of revisions, wasting the time of the administrators who are forced to intervene and handle them. While much work has focused on identifying and visualizing edit wars in Wikipedia [4, 11, 14, 30, 34, 38] there is little prior work on examining such conflicts at a fine-grained level. Alternatively, the existing work is mostly performed at the article-level, while lacking an analysis of individual conflicts. An investigation of the temporal sequences constituting the edit wars may provide actionable insights into devising automatic means to handle such conflicts. The objective of this study, therefore, is to examine the characteristics of the edit war sequences and investigating how they fare with time based on these characteristics.

It is possible to examine the crucial details of the conflicting content resulting in these wars along with the users involved in them by analyzing the detailed revision history of the articles. These details may help in understanding their dynamics such that they may be handled better and faster. As instance, timely notification of the possible escalation of conflicts may enable prompt measures. Therefore, in this work, we examine the sequences of edit wars prevalent in the most controversial articles of Wikipedia and understand various properties of edit wars, involving the kind of users, polarity and subjectivity of the content etc. Our analysis reveals certain parameters that inform how the fight taking place in an edit war will finally take effect, i.e., which side of the users will finally have their content stay. We examine in detail what properties lead to the initiation of edit wars and what are the signatures of those edit war sequences that finally get nullified, i.e., the sequences where the content of the article remains unchanged before they start and after they stop. Known beforehand, these details may help in controlling fights before they lead to wastage of resources and time.

The results of the study may help in devising more robust Wikipedia policies and enabling the design of automated processes to combat unnecessary conflicts in Wikipedia articles. We propose the usage of automated means for estimating the details of edit wars concerning how they are expected to settle. Such measures may help in controlling long edit wars in time thus reducing human effort for coordination.

2 RELATED WORK

There are certain aspects of conflicts in Wikipedia that have been explored by the past work. Broadly, these works include computing the level of conflict in an article [38], examining different structures of conflicts [34] and building probabilistic models explaining the dynamics of conflicts in Wikipedia articles [13, 17, 28].

Studies have been conducted to automatically examine the controversiality score of the articles [38] and to identify the controversial articles from a given set [30]. Some of these studies involve creating revert maps of the articles where they find them to be significantly different for disputed and non-disputed articles. Chin et al. [11] used content-based classifiers using the data generated from statistical language models applied to the edits to find potential vandalism instances in Wikipedia articles.

Additionally, several agent-based models have been developed to explain the emergence and resolution of conflicts in Wikipedia articles [28, 29] and social networks [1, 12]. Some of these models are based on Bounded Confidence model from opinion dynamics domain where two agents will tend to converge if the difference in their opinion is less than a tolerance (agent-agent dynamics) and an agent will make changes in the medium if the difference in his opinion and the medium’s opinion is more than a threshold, i.e., inverse bounded confidence model (agent-medium dynamics).

The network structure of edits in Wikipedia articles has also been examined to derive details about conflicts among users [5, 34]. Through a study of the temporal motifs formed out of the reverts prevalent in the articles, it has been examined that reverters generally have higher status than reverted editors, where the status is proportional to the number of edits the editor has made by the time of the revert under question.

Work has also been done towards visualizing the conflicts present in the articles by examining the reverts, which enables finding the patterns of conflicts in the articles. Viegas et al. [35] built one of the initial tools named History Flow Visualization to visualize the articles’ revisions. This tool represented each revision of an article as a vertical line with different sections of each revision line colored according to the editor who authored those parts. The edit wars in such a setting were thus visible as zig-zag lines. Suh et al. [32] built Revert graphs and used the force-directed layout to visualize the conflicting social structures in the articles. Borra et al. [3, 4] built a platform named Contropedia for analysis and visualization of controversies in Wikipedia articles.

Additionally, past work also studies the effect of reverting or banning the editors on knowledge development in the articles. It is observed that banning is destructive and slows down the editing and hence the consensus-reaching process [28]. The effect of reverting the newcomers has also been observed where it is found that reverts have a negative effect on new-comers in terms of reduced co-ordination and overall withdrawal from Wikipedia especially when they are reverted by highly experienced users [15]. However, it was also observed that the quality of work by those new-comers who continue to stay despite being reverted, relatively increases.

The work done so far examines the articles at a high-level to examine, for instance, how controversial they are and how the same may be visualized. Our work rather focuses on the individual instances of conflicts captured in the form of edit war sequences. The study aims to derive low-level signatures of such conflicts that may be useful in improving conflict-management measures.

3 DATA SET AND PRELIMINARY STATISTICS

Wikipedia maintains a list of articles called Controversial Articles5 that are named so as their content is repeatedly reverted or they are the focus of Article Sanctions6 due to their imbalanced nature. They also have high chances of inclusion of content that is not NPOV7. We use controversial articles of Wikipedia for this analysis as they are likely to contain more cases of edit wars as compared to non-controversial articles. At the time of this analysis, there were 1,208 articles. We downloaded the detailed revision histories of these articles using KDAP library8 which provides tools to extract and analyze the data of Wikipedia articles.

To examine the edit war sequences in the articles, we first collected all the reverts in the articles, as the edit wars constitute consecutive reverts.

3.1 Reverts

Revert is a special revision that undoes the effect of one or more edits, thereby, restoring the article content to a state that it was a few revisions ago. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a revert. Here, user $U_n$ reverts, i.e., undoes the changes made by users $U_{n-1} \ldots U_{m}$. It should be noted that the content of the article at

---

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:General_sanctions#Active_sanctions
8www.github.com/descentis/kdap
Wikipedia was found to be having 12,380 reverts. Despite the value of the revision values, for each revision, we found which previous revision/s its article sanctions etc that are responsible for an article being put in not have any reverts. This may be due of other reasons such as articles being marked as controversial, a total of 119 articles did ranged from 0 to 15,779 (for ‘George W. Bush’). The article on sequence. The length of the sequence A \rightarrow B \leftarrow A would thus be 2.

3.1.1 Distribution of Reverts. The number of reverts in the articles was found to be having 12,380 reverts. Despite the articles being marked as controversial, a total of 119 articles did not have any reverts. This may be due of other reasons such as article sanctions etc that are responsible for an article being put in this list. We, therefore, continued our analysis on the remaining 1,089 articles. Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of articles as per the number of reverts present in them.

3.1.2 Anonymous and Registered users: We examined the distribution of anonymous and registered reverters and reverted users across all instances of reverts. It was found that a good proportion of reverts were made by registered users to undo the changes made by anonymous users (i.e. 57.16%) (See Table 3.1.2). On the other hand, there was a relatively small fraction of cases where the reverter was anonymous. A total of 34.29% of the cases involved reverts between registered users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reverted User</th>
<th>Registered</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverter</td>
<td>34.29%</td>
<td>57.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
<td>5.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Proportion of registered and anonymous reverters and reverted users in the reverts

3.1.3 Number of Revisions Reverted. It was observed that in 79.58% cases, the content of one revision (i.e. immediate previous) was reverted, while in the rest, more than one revision’s changes were reverted. Further, in the latter bunch of reverts, the number of revisions reverted ranged from 2 to as high as 30,957. In particular, in 1.63% of the cases, the number of revisions reverted was found to be more than 10. Clearly, the reverts involving a large number of revisions indicate cases of vandalism.

3.1.4 Reverting to Own or Others’ Content. There were 16.56% cases of reverting to their own content, while 83.43% of the cases of reverts involved reverting to other users’ content, indicating the presence of multiple users forming groups fighting for the common content.

3.2 Edit Wars

An edit war is a sequence of reverts where the editors try to override each other’s contributions in succession. As an example, A \rightarrow B \leftarrow A which is the simplest edit war sequence, represents that a change that A made to the article, was reverted by B, which was followed by A reverting the change made by B. We refer to the length of an edit war to be the number of reverts taking place in the edit war sequence. The length of the sequence A \rightarrow B \leftarrow A would thus be 2.

By examining the reverts, we collected the details of all edit war sequences present in the articles. A total of 91.64% of the articles had at least one edit war. The article ‘George W. Bush’ had the highest number of edit wars, viz., 1,559, followed by the article ‘Wikipedia’ having 1,091 edit wars. In total, we found 96,734 instances of edit wars. Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of the number of edit wars in the articles.

3.2.1 Types of Edit Wars. We came across many types of edit wars based on the number of users involved as well as the number of revisions that were reverted in the constituting reverts. We can, therefore, define the types of edit wars as follows:

(1) Single-revision versus Multiple-revision Edit Wars We define an edit war sequence to be single-revision edit war if each constituting revert restored the article state to the immediate previous revision, i.e., only one revision’s changes were reverted in each constituting revert. An example is shown in Figure 3(a). On the contrary, we refer to an edit war as multiple-revision edit war if at least one constituting revert reverted the article state to revisions that are not
immediate previous, thus undoing the content of many users, as shown in Figure 3(c).

(2) **Alternating-user versus Multi-user Edit Wars** We refer the edit wars where only two editors are involved in the entire edit war sequence as alternating-user or two-user edit wars. Figure 3(a) is an example of such edit wars, and these are the most common type of edit wars found in Wikipedia articles. On the other hand, the sequences that involve more than two users are referred to as multi-user edit wars as shown in Figure 3(b). Here, the initial reverter (i.e., B) is replaced by new reverters (i.e., C and D here), thus taking up the job of further reverting A’s contribution.

The above types of edit wars are not mutually exclusive and in practice, a combination of these may exist. For instance, single-revision multi-user edit wars are a common type of edit wars observed.

### 3.2.2 Nullified vs Non-nullified Edit Wars

In addition to the categorization of edit wars based on the number of revisions and users, we classify them based on their final outcome. Consequently, we refer to an edit war as a nullified edit war, if it ultimately does not take effect in the article. Alternatively, if the initial reverter’s revert is nullified at the end of the war, resulting in the article having the same content at the end of the war as it was before the start of the war. As an example, at the end of edit war $A \leftarrow B \leftarrow A \leftarrow B \leftarrow A$ that consists of 4 reverts, the content of the article remains the same as it was before the edit war started, i.e., $A$’s contribution stays. Clearly, in the case of single-revision reverts, the even-length reverts would be nullified reverts. On contrary, the reverts such as $A \leftarrow B \leftarrow A \leftarrow B \leftarrow A$ are referred to as non-nullified edit wars where the initial revert made by $B$ to $A$ still remains by the end, i.e., the edit war takes effect in the article. Hence, in the case of single-revision reverts, the odd-length reverts would be non-nullified reverts.

#### 3.2.3 Length of Edit Wars

Figure 4 shows the distribution of length of edit wars. There were 45,051 edit wars with length 2. Further, there were 1,270 edit wars with length more than 10. The length of the largest edit war was found to be 105, which we examine in detail later in Subsection 4.2.

### 4 EXAMINING EDIT WAR SEQUENCES

In this section, we report the analysis carried out to examine various characteristics of edit war sequences, to get an idea of what kind of sequences are generally nullified. Apart from a general analysis of the edit war sequences, we also examine in more detail the longest edit war sequence to get more insights as well as see an instance of the formation of conflicting groups of users in the articles.

#### 4.1 Analysing Sequences’ Properties

We examined a total of 33,142 single-revision (multi-user) sequences for various properties concerning the characteristics of the users involved as well as the conflicting content. These sequences consisted of 19,453 (58.69%) non-nullified cases and 13,689 (41.31%) nullified cases indicating that more proportion of edit wars were non-nullified, i.e. they took effect in the articles.

##### 4.1.1 Edits

To check whether the edits made by less-contributing users are reverted more often or not as the final outcome of the edit war, we examined the number of edits made in the article by all the participating users. We then compared the edits of the initial reverted user and the initial reverter for the nullified and non-nullified edit war sequences. As shown in Figure 5(a), it was observed that when the initial reverter had more edits than the initial reverted user, it was a little more likely that the corresponding edit war would be non-nullified, i.e., the initial revert of the edit war takes effect at the end. On the contrary, as the second column in the Figure shows, when the initial reverter had lesser edits than the initial reverted user, it was more likely that the corresponding edit war was nullified, i.e., the effect of this initial revert will be nullified by the end.

The difference in the likelihood in both cases, however, was not very high. Further, no visible pattern was observed when the initial reverter and the reverted user had a comparable number of edits.
Figure 5: (a) Proportion of edit wars where the number of edits of the reverter was more, less or equal to that of the reverted user in case of nullified and non-nullified edit war sequences. (b) The proportion of edit wars where the number of reverts of the reverter was more, less or equal to that of the reverted user in case of nullified and non-nullified edit wars. (c) The proportion of cases where the initial reverted user had inserted, removed, done both or done neither for nullified and non-nullified edit war sequences. (‘Neither’ implies to cases where the changes were done only at the formatting level and not at content level)

4.1.2 Reverts. Just like edits, a similar behavior was observed for the number of reverts that the initial reverter and the reverted user had made in the article. That is, as shown in Figure 2(b), it was observed that when the initial reverter had more reverts than the initial reverted user, there was a little higher chance of the corresponding edit war being non-nullified. The converse was observed for the cases where the number of reverts of reverter was lesser than the reverted user. Further, no significant difference was observed when the edits as well as reverts of the initial reverter and the reverted user were comparable. The observation echoes the findings of Tsvetkova et al. [34] where they report that the users who revert frequently tend to revert users who revert rarely.

4.1.3 Insertion/removal of content. The edit wars may happen over either insertion or removal of content or both. Therefore, we examined whether the initial reverted user had removed some content from the article or had inserted some new content or done both in their edit, which had led to the start of the edit war. We identified the conflicting content as the difference of the content of the article after the revision made by the reverter and the revision made by the reverter. Figure 5(c) shows the data from the perspective of the initial reverted user. We see that when the initial reverted user had inserted some content, then it was more likely that the edit war was non-nullified than when he had removed content.

We also examined the chances of the edit war being nullified or non-nullified with respect to the amount of content removed or inserted. The negative values in Figure 6 represent the removed content in terms of the number of words while the positive values represent the inserted content. We see that in non-nullified cases of edit wars where the content was removed, the amount of this removed content was very high. In the case of nullified cases, no such pattern concerning the amount of content inserted/removed was observed. This points to a possibility of a large amount of content being removed from the articles - vandalism being one of the likely reasons - thus making the edit wars non-nullified. A similar trend was observed when instead of just words, the number of nouns inserted/removed was observed (See Figure 7).

Figure 6: Amount of change made in the articles (in words). Negative amount represents removal and positive amount represents insertion. (Y-axis is log-scaled.)

Figure 7: Amount of change (in nouns). Negative amount represents removal and positive amount represents insertion. (Y-axis is log-scaled.)

Additionally, it was found that in non-nullified edit wars, 11.25% cases involved the insertion of content consisting of bad/swear words intended to compromise the integrity of the content, while
We now examine in detail the longest edit war sequence that was a single-revision, multi-user edit war, except that two of the reverts involved jumping to two revisions back instead of the immediate previous revision. We study this sequence to get more insights into the conflicting groups present in edit wars sequences.

4.2 Longest Edit War Sequence

We now examine in detail the longest edit war sequence that was found in the article on Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the first president of the Republic of Turkey. It contained 105 reverts, 107 revisions and involved 20 users. It was a non-nullified edit war. It was mostly a single-revision, multi-user edit war, except that two of the reverts involved jumping to two revisions back instead of the immediate previous revision. We study this sequence to get more insights into the conflicting groups present in edit wars sequences.

This edit war started when a user named hairyHarry88 started. The numbers in the Figure 10 represent the revisions of the article. Figure 10 further shows the entire sequence of reverts along with the users who were supporting the inclusion of the negative content about Mustafa by adding many negative details about him. This was reverted by a user named ClueBot, which was further reverted by HairyHarry multiple times. Over the course, many other users supporting these two users respectively participated and the edit war finally ended by the initial reverter, i.e., ClueBot, nullifying the inclusion of the negative details about the president, thereby, retaining the content that was in the article before the edit war had started. The numbers in the Figure 10 represent the revisions of the edit war in order. A follow-through of these numbers shows how the edit war initiated by two users Hairy Harry and Cluebot was soon taken over by other users, thus giving rise to two groups of opposing views about the president. Finally, the positive details about the president stayed in the article.

Following are a few details about this edit war:

1. The size of the content of the article kept fluctuating between 3,882 bytes to 89,676 bytes (See Figure 11(a)). Here, the smaller sized content was not a subset of the larger one. Rather, it was an altogether new content writing completely different facts about the president. The users adding the smaller sized content were writing negative details while the larger-sized content comprised of positive details about the president.
2. The subjectivity of the content also kept fluctuating between 0.44 and 0.33, with the negative details about the president being more subjective.
3. No particular behavior was observed concerning the total number of edits made by the users supporting the contradicting views about the president. As shown in Figure 11, there were both high as well as low contributing users supporting the two extreme views.
4. All the 105 reverts of the edit war took place within two days starting from the evening of 19 April 2008 to the evening of 21 April 2008.

2.73% of nullified edit wars contained an insertion of such words. We took the list of bad words banned by Google for this analysis. This list also contains some words such as ‘stupid’, ‘kill’, ‘opium’, ‘gay’, and ‘ugly’ as well, which explains the reason for the presence of a small percent of nullified edit wars despite consisting of bad words’ insertion.

4.1.4 Polarity and Subjectivity

Many a time, edit wars happen when the editors keep posting content of opposite polarity. We computed the polarity and subjectivity of the conflicting content in the edit war sequences. It was found that in the non-nullified edit wars, the content inserted had a large number of cases with high positive or negative polarity, as shown in Figure 8(b). In other words, the users who were reverted had inserted content that was highly polar, hence it was reverted through the edit war. This was confirmed by a high SD (0.235) of the polarity values obtained for the non-nullified cases where insertion happened as compared to the rest of the cases, i.e. non-nullified cases where removal happened (SD = 0.137) (Figure 8(a)), nullified cases where removal happened (SD = 0.166) (Figure 8(c)) and nullified cases where insertion took place (SD = 0.172) (Figure 8(d)).

In addition to this, in the cases of non-nullified edit wars, the subjectivity was high, both for inserted as well as removed content. This indicates that the user who was reverted, had either removed or inserted some content that was highly subjective thus leading to the edit war. The average values of subjectivity for the content inserted and removed in non-nullified cases were 0.226 and 0.240 respectively. However, in the case of nullified cases, the average subjectivity values for inserted and removed cases were 0.180 and 0.193 respectively. This indicates that whenever subjective content is inserted into the articles, or the subjective content added by other users is removed, it leads to non-nullified conflicts.

Figure 8: Polarity of the inserted/removed content in different types of edit wars (Y-axis is log-scaled.)
Additionally, it was interesting to see that the number of reverts by users in this particular edit war was either one less or exactly equal to their number of edits. This shows that many of these users were only contributing in the form of reverts.

5 ESTIMATING PROPERTIES OF EDIT WAR SEQUENCES

Handling conflicts leads to extra overhead and coordination costs apart from disrupting the collaborative efforts. Early detection of conflicts might help in saving the article being in an unstable state for long as well as conserving the coordination efforts. As an example, by using the initial signatures of edit wars, if it is predicted whether they will settle soon or may lead to lengthy back and forth changes in the article, necessary intervention measures may be taken. This might help in controlling them early, thus saving unnecessary time. Moreover, using their properties, it may also be possible to predict which side of the two conflicting groups they are likely to be inclined to eventually. These predictions may be made based on various parameters of these edit wars, such as the past contribution of the users involved in terms of the number of edits, reverts and the characteristics of the content that is being fought over etc. All these parameters are known in the initial stages of an edit war. They may, thus, help in devising automated means to control edit wars in the articles, reducing the need for the involvement of administrators for coordination.

5.1 Edit Wars’ Outcome

The problem of estimating the edit wars’ outcome is framed as a binary classification task, where a target set of edit wars needs to be classified as nullified or non-nullified edit wars. We use Support Vector Classification with a non-linear kernel for this purpose. Each edit war is associated with a feature vector, containing the following parameters:

- \( \text{ins}_{\text{rem}}_{\text{both}}_{\text{none}} \): Whether the initial reverted user had inserted, removed, done both or done neither in terms of number of words.
- \( \text{ins}_{\text{polarity}} \): Polarity of the inserted content. It ranges from \(-1\) to \(1\).
- \( \text{rem}_{\text{polarity}} \): Polarity of the removed content. It ranges from \(-1\) to \(1\).
- \( \text{ins}_{\text{subj}} \): Subjectivity of the inserted content. It ranges from 0 to 1.
- \( \text{rem}_{\text{subj}} \): Subjectivity of the removed content. It ranges from 0 to 1.
- \( \text{whose}_{\text{edits}}_{\text{more}} \): 1 if number of edits of reverted user are more, 0 if number of edits of the reverter are more.
- \( \text{whose}_{\text{reverts}}_{\text{more}} \): 1 if number of edits of reverted user are more, 0 if number of edits of the reverter are more.
- \( \text{bad}_{\text{words}}_{\text{present}} \): 1 if bad words are present in the conflicting content and 0 if they are not present.

The target variable is: \( \text{N} \text{N}_\text{N} \), that tells Whether the edit war is finally going to be nullified or non-nullified.

We compute the above features for 33, 142 samples of edit wars containing 19, 453 instances of the non-nullified (NN) class and
Figure 10: Sequence of reverts in the article Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. The numbers on the edges represent the revisions in order. No reverts happened in revisions 82 and 85. The green and red nodes represent two groups of users having opposing views about the president.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (N)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (NN)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Classification Evaluation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Absolute Error</th>
<th>Median Absolute Error</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>1.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Regression Evaluation Parameters

13,689 instances of the nullified (N) class. The classifier predicts the edit wars’ outcome with 66% accuracy. The other evaluation parameters are shown in Table 2.

5.2 Edit Wars’ Length

Further, using the same samples of edit wars, we use Support Vector Regression to estimate the length of edit wars. The target variable is \( \text{len}_\text{ew} \) whose value ranged between 2 and 105 as noted previously. The model predicted the edit wars’ length with a root mean square error of 1.653. Other evaluation parameters of the model are as shown in Table 3.

Estimation of length of an edit war sequence based on its initial signatures may be a valuable information for the administrators. This may signal timely intervention that may help avoid the edit wars going on and on and thus saving the article stay in an unstable state for long periods of time.

6 DISCUSSION

Our study shows that it is possible to predict certain behaviors of the conflicts taking place in Wikipedia articles. The features used above are the ones that can be computed in the beginning stages of an edit war. These features may provide details about the prospective outcomes of these edit wars. For example, such models may predict that based on their features, how long an edit war is expected to go on, thus flagging them in the system, prompting administrators involvement early enough. In the analysis, we have used the samples taken from the edit war sequences present in the controversial articles. However, if the samples contain only those edit war sequences where the administrators took appropriate actions, such sequence samples may be used to train the model, thus
automatically handling conflicts in terms of nullifying them or not nullifying them, without the involvement of these administrators. Employing the above measures may help in combating conflicts on time which is essential for any collaborative environment.

There are a few limitations or future works of this study. For example, in this work, we focus only on those conflicts that involve the complete revert of the article content to an older state. We do not study partial reverts involving revert of a part of the changed content which is a future work of this study. Also, in this work, we examine single-revision multi-user edit wars. As an extension of this study, we plan to work on other types of edit wars that were observed, as shown in Figure 3.

7 CONCLUSION

This work investigates the dynamics of edit wars by examining the individual instances of edit war sequences. The analysis reveals that different parameters concerning the conflicting content as well as the characteristics of the users involved may divulge future details about them. These details may be used to control them in time through automated measures, thus reducing human effort for coordination. We believe that this empirical study will serve as a basis for more in-depth investigations leading to automatic conflict detection and resolution tools for Wikipedia as well as other large-scale collective and collaborative problem-solving projects.
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